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All about fabrics. co

Before starting a quilting project, it's worth investing in the best materials you can afford. Many inexpensive fabrics are less likely to be colorfast. Avoid the regret that goes with choosing a fabric that is not quite perfect because it is less expensive than the fabric you love. Try to choose only 100 percent
cotton fabrics for the face and back of the quilt. Cotton is easy to cut, mark, sew, and press. It is also widely available. Fabrics containing synthetics, such as polyester, are more difficult to handle and are more prone to wrinkles. For the most part, you must select colors of one type - either bright or pastel to be used in a single quilt. Consider using cool colors such as purple, blue, white or warm, such as yellow, orange, red, and white. Sometimes the fabric that looks light in itself is very dark next to other fabrics. To avoid this, look at all the fabrics you plan to use with a transparent red report cover
(available in most stationery stores). Do the fabrics that you think look dark next to the ones you thought were light? Do you mix light and dark fabrics? Does this make the impact you're trying to make? Use prints with different or all metrics on the same scale. That is, the use of large prints, medium prints
and small prints in the same quilt or the use of large, medium or small prints only. If you use all small prints with one large print, the print may look like a large out-of-place print. When you have the fabrics you have chosen, buy a small amount of each (no more than 1/4 yards). Cut enough of each fabric to
make up for one block. Cluster assessment. Are you happy with all the fabrics and how they work together? Step back and look at the block from a distance. Does it still look good? This is a good time to make changes to your fabric selection if necessary. Make sure you do it right away so the items are
still in the store. Fabric support should be similar in fiber content and care for fabrics used in top quilt. Some wide cotton (90 and 108 inches) are sold specifically for quilt support. It eliminates the need for a back piece. As you work on a quilt, it's a good idea to keep the scraps basket instead of getting rid
of unused fabric. Some quilts call for very small amounts of fabric for appliqués squés. If you can find the right color between your scraps, you'll save yourself the trouble and waste of buying 1/8 yards of cloth for a much smaller piece. Not what you're looking for? Try: Check the quilting with the thread to
learn more about the best type of pages to use in your quilting projects. Excited quilt, but do not know where to start? See quilting materials for a place to start. Learn how to quilt or brush on the basics with our refresher cycle. Need custom fabrics in a hurry to inform the company in a new location,
custom-made furniture trade show or uniform for a baseball factory team? You could have. Loom them and wait, or you could print yourself on a wide-format printer instantly. The difference in time and cost is enormous, with a traditional textile route that takes weeks or months to complete and potentially
cost thousands of dollars. If you do it yourself, it can be done in one hour at a fraction of the cost, with the design tablet option if you don't like the results. Editor's note: Are you looking for a wideformat printer? We can help you choose the right person for you. Use the questionnaire below to provide the
sister site, BuyerZone, with information from a variety of free vendors: while printing on fabric provides the speed and economy your company craves, there are two ways to do it. First, the ink quarry design can be directly on the empty fabric in a process not much different from printing on the silk screen.
While many working horse printers can work with fabrics, the results can be disappointing, with boring patterns, washed of colors and bleeding through. A specialized direct fabric printer such as the 1938TX Moto can produce a variety of sharply printed textiles. This $40,000 printer can work with up to
eight water-based ink-based designed for fabric printing. With output of up to 1,440 ppi (ppi), ValueJet uses a pair of Epson inkjet print heads, each with eight lines of 180 nozzles and can spray small drops such as 3.3 bicoulter. The printer can use moto inks or third-party manufacturers' inks, which come
in 1 liter bags. [Interested in wide-format printers? check out our purchasing guide and reviews on our sister site, Business.com.] Capable of working with textiles that are 75.2 inches wide and up to about eight inches thick, the ValueJet print head is adjustable to three different heights to prevent cloth
inconvenience. The printer's key to producing honest images on the fabric is sensors embedded in the tension, which prevent the fabric media from stretching or assembling them during printing. On the downside, ValueJet cannot print edge to edge, leaving blank strips on each side with a width of 0.3
inches. At a top speed of 430 square feet per hour, it may not be the fastest printer, but ValueJet can work with a wide range of rolled textiles, including cotton, rayon, silk, polyester and mixed fiber materials. Moto printer is a good way to make upholstery, fashion materials, flags, textiles home decoration
and any other fabrics you can think of at the touch of a button. The second approach to custom fabrics is a little more complex, but their results can be impressive. It begins by printing a replica of the inscription on a special transfer sheet using dye ink. Once the printed paper is removed from the printer,
the design is moved to the empty fabric with a thermal press that chemically alters the sublimation dye Tie it to the fabric. The transfer pattern is colorfast and durable. The $28,000 SureColor F9370 can print 1,440 × 720 ppi. Capable of producing bolts of cloth up to 64 inches wide, it leaves 0.2 inches
unprinted strips on each side. The SureColor uses epson UltraChrome DS inks that come in high-density cyan, purple, yellow and black. Two print heads double on these inks for full coverage. The size of ink points can't be controlled only by the printer's software, but SureColor's air guard technology
goes a step further by compensating for the airflow around the print head. In other words, each point ends right where it is supposed to. Sold in six packs, epson 1 liter ink bags are poured into 3 liter SureColor ink tanks. Each ink bag has a built-in circuit slide that is connected to the printer to validate the
ink. Unfortunately, Epson says you can't use any external inks with SureColor F9370. Precision is critical in fabric printing, and The SureColor Advanced Tension Control Sheet system synchronizes media feeding engine (which reels out of the media to move to be printed) with a turntable drive (which
wraps up the finished product). It has a plus or minus accuracy of less than ten inches, ensuring that the transport sheet does not go slack and does not rip out being pulled too hard. From 570 square feet per hour for sports wear to 1,000 square feet per hour for fashion items. As the printing hand shows,
the transfer sheet dry an image on a built-in heating device, but the process is only half. The next step is to move the image to the empty fabric with heat press. When it cools down, it's ready. The sublimation dye process creates fabrics with sharp and vibrant patterns that compete with what traditional
fabric production can achieve. This process can be used for curtains, flags, upholstery and sports wear, such as horse riding equipment dedicated to cyclists. Whatever processing technology and printer you choose, it's clear that making your own engraved fabrics can save you time and money compared
to traditional weaving. Three famous designers from across the country — Susan Kessler, Susan Tucker, and Charlotte Moss — recently unveiled new textile lines. We asked them to tell us how to translate their distinctive style into a cloth. Atlanta-based Susan Kessler has always picked up textiles on her
travels - handmade throws in paris flea markets or traditional woven fabrics from Africa. Having mastered the collaborative process with her own lighting line for her visual comfort and furniture for President Hickory, she shared with Lee Jova the basic piece that connects the entire room together. Three
years in the making, the brand new collection captures what Kessler describes as her continental I love the basis of tradition with a new interpretation of it, she says. I also enjoyed the opportunity to break down prejudices about classics - as in Montmartre Embroidery, a mansw-woven on a crew. De
Gornay's wallpapers inspired the Ritz as she made a trip to Africa while intensifying some of her color options. For Kessler, the fabric design was an opportunity to display its affinity for the texture, and the layer of diverse patterns that relate to each other in its palette. It's all about how to edit colors to
make them more powerful. Less colors, strategically used, can make the space look hotter than if it were filled with lots of colors. Among her personal favorites are the atelier bar, the gorgeous pink berry and white-gray linen with a very clean print - it can be classic but coloring and interpretation make it
new. Susan Kessler and three fabrics from her new line: Atelier Bar; Crelon linen; Montmartre San Francisco's Susan Tucker studied textiles at the college and admits that the design of her so-called line, launched in 2010, has taken advantage of part of her creativity that she has been missing since her
students' days. Tucker is an avid collector who always tries to layer in antique pieces for her inner projects. Caravan, the fourth collection of Susan Tucker Home, includes eight designs inspired by a journey through Africa, rich in historical explorations, adventure safaris, spice trade, nomads, tribes, and
exotic caravans. Think of a velvet clip inspired by the leopard coat, woven that mimics the desert sands, and the breathtaking lyrical jacquard of Marrakesh that captures Morocco's history and energy. Tucker, who describes herself as perfect, delights in the process of creating her own collection - carefully
sourced mills around the world and then choosing a hand and quality of fabrics. But the best recognition of her hard work, she says, comes from her peers, respected designers such as Albert Hadley, Bunny Williams, Juan Montoya, and Alexa Hampton, who already use it. Susan Tucker and her
Marrakech fabric should never be decorating hard work, according to Charlotte Moss, born in southern New York City. No stranger to cooperation and licenses (candles, China jewelry and carpets to name a few), she partnered with Fabricot on a set that could be used to decorate a whole room. I was
thinking like a decorator, of course, in whole rooms, the needs and lifestyles of my clients, and making it easy, she says. Moss describes her study process as blending other cultural influences with American style. We designers act as filters, and we take advantage of what we see, where we go, and who
we meet. Everything passes through and ends somewhere, sometime, in what we do and create. Charlotte Moss and the room decorated in fabrics from her new line this content is They are retained by a third party, imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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